
Gathering enables you to create a variety of 
style elements in your garments. 
You can add simple detailing like frills to the 
sleeve edges or change the shape of a whole 
garment by adding a gathered skirt to the 
bottom of a yoke or the hem of a dress. 

Ruffle
Sleeve Edge
INSTRUCTIONS

ModularME is a fun, 
systemised approach 
to sewing your own 
clothes.

What makes 
ModularME 
different?

Using just one 
pattern, you can 
create a myriad of 
different looks and 
styles.

ModularME #1 Top/
Dress pattern is the 
starting point of your 
sewing journey. 

This is where you 
learn to make a 
personalised 

GO-TO pattern, 
the foundation for 
creating your own 
unique clothes.

Create clothes that make a difference

ModularME #1 Top/Dress ModularME #1 Top/Dress 

Ruffle Sleeve Edge 
MODULE
+
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Overview
What will you learn from this module?
This module shows you how to add a ruffled 
edge to the sleeve edges..

Is a new pattern piece provided for 
this module?
YES! It is called the Ruffle Sleeve Edge 
pattern. 

What do I need for this module?
• Your GO-TO Patttern
• Your Ruffle Sleeve Edge pattern
• Pattern Trace
• Your #1 ModularME Top/Dress instructions

What are the fabric requirements?
Allow an extra 0.2m of fabric to your GO-TO 
Pattern fabric requirements. 

Where does this module fit into the #1 ModularME Top/Dress instructions? 
What are the steps covered in these instructions?
Follow this road map to see how this garment is assembled!!
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Key LearningsKey Learnings
Key LearningsKey Learnings
How to add a gathered 
feature to your garment.

Videos - our ModularMOVIES

These instructions are designed to 
be used in conjunction with these 
videos.

Module Video

Module 04 Ruffle Sleeve Edge

Key Toolbox Videos

Toolbox 13 Gathering
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https://vimeo.com/755849580/c735614203
https://vimeo.com/755833407/0af82fa08b
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Instructions

1

2 Cut your fabric

2.1  Position pattern 
Place the pattern on your fabric and pin 
in place. Make sure that you align the 
pattern with the straight of the grain. If 
you fold the fabric, you’ll be able to cut 
both pieces of fabric at the same time.

2.2  Mark the notches
Mark the notches on your fabric as 
shown on the pattern. The outer two 
notches correspond to the sleeve 
notches on the front and back of the 
sleeve edges of the garment. The middle 
notch will be lined up with the shoulder 
seam of the garment.

Prepare your pattern

1.1  Print pattern
Print out the pattern for the sleeve ruffle.

1.2  Trace size required
Trace off your size using Pattern Trace or 
tracing paper.

Ruffles are created by gathering the fabric.
Gathering a fabric creates fullness, such as 
ruffles. It is a technique for reducing the length 
of a strip of fabric, so that it matches the length 
of a shorter piece.

3 Staystitch, darts, shoulder 
seams, neck facing
Complete these steps following the #1 
ModularME Top/Dress Pattern.

Colour key

Match notches to 
ensure even gathers.

Top TipTop Tip

2.2

Notches 
evenly 
spaced
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5 Attach the ruffle

5.1  Position and pin the ruffle
With right sides of the fabric facing each 
other, align one ruffle with one sleeve 
edge. Line up the notches. Pin in place 
making sure the pins are on the side with 
the gathers. 

5.2  Adjust the gathers 
Adjust the gathers until you are happy 
with how the ruffle looks.

5.3  Stitch the ruffle
Stitch the two pieces of fabric together 
between the gathering threads, back 
stitching at both ends.

5.4  Neaten the raw edges
Overlock or zigzag the raw edge. 

5.5  Remove visible gathering 
threads
If you can see any gathering threads then 
remove them.

4 Gather the fabric

4.1  Stitch gathering threads
Stitch two rows using a long stitch length. 
Do not backstitch. Leave a tail of thread 
about 8cm long on each end of your 
stitching. 

The positioning of your two rows of 
stitching is as follows:

• The first row is 12mm from the edge 
with the notches.

• The second row is 18mm from the 
edge with the notches.  

4.2  Create the gathers
The length of your ruffle fabric needs to 
be the same length as the sleeve edge 
of your garment.

The gathering threads allow the fabric to 
be gathered to the required length.

Using the top threads, slide the fabric 
gently along the threads so that it 
“bunches up”.

Slide the fabric from both ends.

Keep drawing up the fabric until it is the 
length required.

12mm

18mm

4.1

Fabric

First row

Second row

5.3
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8

Hem the ruffle
7.1  Fold in edge of ruffle
Fold in 4mm around the bottom of the 
ruffle. 

7.2 Press
Press the fold. 

7.3  Fold 
Fold in another 4mm. Pin it to secure the 
double fold.

7.4  Stitch 
Stitch around this edge starting at the 
underarm. Backstitch at both ends.

Bottom Edge or Hem
8.1  Neaten bottom edge 
Overlock or zigzag the bottom edge.

8.2  Fold bottom edge 
Fold the bottom edge up to create a 
3cm hem. Pin and press. You will need to 
make a couple of little folds in your hem 
so that it will sit flat along the overlocked 
edge.

8.3  Stitch bottom hem 
Stitch 2.5cm from the folded edge.

7

6.3

6 Side seams
6.1  Align 
With the right sides of the fabric 
together, line up the side edges making 
sure that the ruffle edges and bottom 
edges match up. Pin in place.

6.2  Stitch
Stitch the side seams backstitching at 
both ends.

6.3  Snip into the underarm curve
Snip the curve as shown. 

6.4  Neaten raw edges
Zigzag or overlock both side seams 
including the snipped curve.

Press the seams towards the 
back of the garment.

6.1
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